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Abstract: In distributed systems threshold cryptosystems are important to avoid single point of failure. This paper studies threshold

decryption in the context of Certificateless Public Key Cryptography, aiming to avoid costly management of certificate in Public Key
Infrastructure and settle the matter of key escrow in Identity-Based Cryptography. Combining Paterson and Al-Riyami’s security model of
certificateless encryption schemes with the notion of threshold cryptography, an improved certificateless threshold decryption structure is
constructed. Furthermore, we present a new security model concerning certificateless threshold decryption schemes. Compared with
previous studies, our study is more generic and effective because of less requirement of broadcast information. The new scheme which
consists of ten algorithms can not only remove the problem of the centralization of decryption power by means of distributing the power
among several servers, but also be proved secure in the proposed adaptive adversarial model. Security proof can be presented under the
condition of hard computation of a problem in relation to Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem in the random oracle model.
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servers. Related details of security model of threshod cryptosystem
1. Introduction

were given by Fouque and Pointcheval (2001) and Shoup and

Certificateless Public Key Cryptography (CLPKC) has been put

Gennaro (2002).

forward by Al-Riyami and Paterson (2003). CLPKC avoids costly

Threshold decryption in the context of PKC and IBC has been

management of certificate in “Public Key Infrastructure” (PKI) and

studied for a long time. Boneh and Franklin (2001) used the

settles a matter of key escrow in Identity-Based Cryptography (IBC).

techniques of threshold cryptography and created a new structure

Recently, a variety of certificateless encryption schemes derived

called “Distributed Private Key Generator(PKG)”. In their scheme, a

from pairings were proposed (e.g., Cheng & Comley, 2005; Shi & Li,

(t, n) secret-sharing method proposed by Shamir (1979) is employed

2005; Zhang & Feng, 2005; Libert & Quisquater, 2006; Bentahar,

to distribute the master key s among different PKGs so that every

Farshim, Malone-Lee, & Smart, 2008). The first certificateless

PKG can obtain the share si  Z q* . Each PKG can compute a user’s

encryption scheme without pairings was constructed by Baek,

private key share. Afterward, Boneh and Franklin implied that each

Safavi-Naini and Susilo (2005). Afterwards, Sun, Zhang and Baek

PKG who has got a share si of the master key s should be able to

(2007) constructed a new strongly secure scheme without pairings.

function as a decryption server for threshold decryption.

Dent, Libert and Paterson (2008) found a new security model in the

However, Baek and Zheng (2004) argued the low practicability

standard model. Yang, Zhang and Shen (2014) proposed an effective

of this approach as every PKG should be on-line aiming to generate

certificateless encryption scheme, in which attacks of malicious Key

the decryption shares. They presented a new structure where a

Generation Center (KGC) can be withstanded.

private key was shared instead of sharing the master key. Their

Threshold cryptosystems are important in distributed systems,

proposed scheme IdThdBm is the first identity-based threshold

and will be useful if any single person is not trusted by people.

decryption scheme. A series of study (e.g., Chai, Cao & Lu, 2004;

Secret key is shared among all decryption servers in threshold

Mei, He & Zheng, 2005; Long, Chen & Hong, 2006; Liu, Chen &

decryption approach. Aiming to gererate decryption shares,

Qiu, 2007; Long, Chen & Liu, 2007) on identity-based threshold

decryption servers can perform the decryption operation all alone.

decryption were evoked by their work.

Then decryption shares will be collected and combined for the

In 2007, Long and Chen (2007) studied threshold decryption in

recovering of plaintext by a combiner. Consequently threshold

certificateless cryptography and firstly presented a certificateless

decryption removes the problem of the centralization of the

threshold decryption scheme. They proved their scheme can resist

decryption power by means of distributing the power among several

threshold chosen-ciphertext attacks in the random oracle model. The
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security proof utilized the assumption that some potential problems

security analysis. A problem which is reduced to the BDHP is used

concerning Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem are difficult to

for our security proof.

calculate. Two novel certificateless threshold decryption schemes
3. A New Certificateless Threshold Decryption Scheme

(Zhang, 2009; Yang, Cao & Dong, 2009) were presented
respectively. Both two schemes were studied in the standard model.

Definition 1 (CLThdBm): Our new construction called

A common drawback of them lies in short of a method to verify the

“CLThdBm” represents “Certificateless threshold decryption scheme

validity of the decryption shares. This may result in a false plaintext

from the bilinear map” and comprises ten algorithms as follows.

due to invalid decryption shares from some (maybe dishonest)

Setup: Input a security parameter sp, run a BDH parameter

decryption servers. In the scheme provided by Zhang (2009), the

generator Ig and then produce  G1 , G2 , eˆ  which satisfies the

KGC generates and distributes shares of the partial private keys

conditions in Section 2.1. P is an arbitrary generator of G1 . From

among the decryption severs. This is not preferable and adds an

Z q* , a master-key m is selected randomly and uniformly, then we set

additional burden to the KGC. Also note that the distributed key

P0

generation algorithm is not secure as pointed out by Gennaro,

choosed: H1 :{0,1}*  G1* ; H 2 : G2  {0,1}l ; H 3 : G1*  {0,1}l  G1* ;

Jarecki, Krawczyk and Rabin (1999). The scheme proposed by Yang

H 4 : G2 4  Z q* , in which l means plaintexts’ bit-length. This

et al. (2009) requires a very long public key and master key.

algorithm

Typically, a master key consists of n+3 elements of Zq*. A public key

pms= < G1 , G2 , eˆ, l , P, P0 , H i > (1 ＃i

is composed with n+1 elements in G plus one element in GT, in

authentically and keeps m in private.

=mP.

Four

hash

outputs

functions

m

Hi

and

1 i  4

(

system

4) .

KGC

)

are

parameters
publishes

pms

which n denotes an identity’s bit length, q denotes the order of

Partial-Private-Key-Ext: On input an identity ID, the

bilinear groups G and GT. The computational cost is also very heavy.

procedure outputs DID = m ? H1 ( ID ) as the partial private key.

Therefore it is not efficient for practical applications.

KGC delivers DID to entity through a confidential way.

This study put forward a strong security model and a secure and

Secret-Value-Set: Given pms and an identity ID as inputs, the

efficient certificateless threshold decryption scheme. Compared to

entity itself chooses xID randomly from Z q* and sets xID as

previous schemes, the construction of our scheme was focused on

secret value.

the improvement of the generality and the reduction of computation.

PBID =< M ID , N ID > ( M ID = P ? xID , N ID = xID ? P0

2. Preliminaries

Private-Key-Set: The inputs are pms, xID and partial private

G1 and G2 denote the groups of the same order q. The generator
of G1 is described as P. A bilinear map eˆ : G1  G1  G2 satisfies
the conditions as follows:
(1) Bilinear: eˆ( xM , yN )  eˆ( M , N ) xy  eˆ( xyM , N ) for M, N

 G1 and x, y  Z .
*
q

key DID. The full private key for ID will be returned as
SK ID  xID DID .

Private-Key-Share: This algorithm inputs a threshold value t,

the number n of decryption servers and an entity ID’s private key
SK ID , and selects R1 , R2 ,..., Rt 1 from G1* at random. It then
t- 1

(2) Non-degenerate: eˆ( P, P ) will be G2’s generator when P is
(3) Computable: For any M, N

xID 创m P )

will be returned.

2.1 Bilinear Map

G1’s generator.

Public-Key-Set: The inputs are pms and xID . The public key

 G1,

eˆ( M , N ) is able to be

calculated.

designs W (u ) = SK ID + å u j R j

vk j  eˆ( R j , P)

We firstly describe the Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem
(BDHP) as below:

Given < P, xP, yP, zP > with randomly chosen x, y, z  Z q* ,
BDHP aims to calculate W = eˆ( P, P ) xyz in  G1 , G2 , eˆ  .
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption: Assumed Ig is a

randomized algorithm called BDH parameter generator (Boneh &
Franklin, 2001), which inputs a security parameter and outputs
 q, G1 , G2 , eˆ  . It is assumed that no randomized polynomial time

algorithm A can work out the BDHP for Ig with non-negligible
advantage.
The Bilinear Diffie-Hellman assumption is utilized in our

for

1  j  t 1

,

and

vk0  eˆ( SK ID , P)

.

Subsequently, it broadcasts {(i, vkj): 0≤j≤t-1} authentically, and
sends (i,

2.2 Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Assumption

and calculates each decryption

j =1

server  i ’s private key share ski = W (i ) . Meanwhile, it computes

ski

) to  i

in secret. Each server  i

checks the

accuracy of ski through verifying if eˆ( ski , P) =  j 0 vk ij .
t 1

j

Encrypt: Given a public key PBID =< M ID , N ID > of an entity

and a message M as inputs, this algorithm examines if
eˆ( M ID , s  P )  eˆ( N ID , P) holds. When the equation is failed, it

outputs  and aborts. Otherwise, it computes QID  H1 ( ID ) and
chooses a value u from Z q* randomly. The output is the ciphertext

C = ( X , Y , Z ) where X  u  P , Y  H 2 (eˆ(QID , N ID )u )  M and
Z  u  H3 ( X ,Y ) .

Decryption-Share-Gen: For each decryption server  i , this

algorithm takes  i ’s private key share ski of SKID as well as a
ciphertext C generated under the public key PBID as inputs. This
algorithm first verifies whether eˆ( P, Z )  eˆ( X , H 3 ( X , Y )) to check
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C’s validity. When this equation doesn’t hold, it returns “Invalid

possession of master-key and cannot replace public keys. In addition,

Ciphertext”. Else,  i randomly picks Li  G1 and then computes

we allow adversaries to corrupt t-1 decryption servers in

 i  eˆ( ski , X ) ,  i '  eˆ( ski , P) ,  i  eˆ( Li , X ) ,  i '  eˆ( Li , P) ,

certificateless (t, n) threshold decryption schemes, and thus

i  H 4 ( i ,  i ', i ,  i ')

adversaries can own the corrupted decryption server’s private key

M i  Li  i  ski

,

,

and

outputs

 i ,C = (i,  i ,  i ',  i , i ', i , M i ) .

share.
ciphertext

Compared with the security model proposed by Long and Chen

generated using entity ID’s public key PBID, a set of verification

(2007), our security model is stronger because we eliminate some

keys {vk0 , vk1 ,..., vkt 1} corresponding to the private key shares

restrictions which are necessary in Long’s paper. In order to transmit

{sk1 ,..., skn } of ID’s private key SKID, a decryption share  i ,C

the partial private keys through public channels, Long applies the

generated by decryption server  i , this algorithm will compute

“binding technique” in which an identity’s public key and secret

Decryption-Share-Verify:

i 



t 1
j 0

vk

ij
j

When

inputting

a

and  i '  H 4 ( i , i , i , i ') .

value should be primarily fixed, and thus the partial private key was

At last, this algorithm tests whether eˆ( M i , P) /  ii '  i ' ,

produced by KGC based on the binding of the identity and its pubic

 i '   i and eˆ( M i , X ) /  i  i . It returns “Valid Share” only if

key. However, when an adversary has changed a public key, the

all above equations hold. Otherwise, it returns “Invalid Share”.

challenger is incapable of computing partial private key in this

i '

Share-Combine: After inputting no less than t correct

situation. Hence, A I in the security model (Long & Chen, 2007) is

decryption shares { j ,C } j in which |  | t and a ciphertext

not allowed to get corrupted decryption servers’ key shares or partial

c

C= ( X , Y , Z ) , this algorithm returns M= Y  H 2 ( j  j 0 j ) where

private key when entity’s public key was changed. Meanwhile A

I

cannot issue decryption queries on  ID, PBID '  where PBID has



c0 j   i / (i  j ) .
i ,i  j

In conclusion, the process of our new scheme can be shown in
Figure 1.

already been replaced by PBID ' . We remove these two restrictions
and construct a stronger security model.
A list of a general adversary’s actions is presented as follows:
1. Partial private key extraction: A may ask any identity ID’s

partial

private

key

of

its

choice.

Challenger

C

runs

Partial-Private-Key-Ext algorithm to respond the adversary with

DID.
2. Private key extraction: For an entity ID which is choosed

by A at its will, the challenger C responds A with SKID through
Private-Key-Set algorithm.
3. Public key request: A may ask any identity ID’s public key.

C produces PBID through Public-Key-Set algorithm.
4. Replace public key request: For any entity, A can
'
repetitively replace PBID using arbitrary value PBID
. Hereafter C
'
utilizes current value PBID
for any responses to the adversary’s

requests or any computations.
5. Decryption share query: A may ask a decryption share of a

ciphertext C from an uncorrupted decryption server  i . To
generate the decryption share, the challenger responds through the
algorithm Decryption-Share-Gen on input i ’s private key share
ski and a ciphertext generated under the public key PBID.
Remark: In our security model, an adversary can make as

many decryption share queries to different decryption servers as she
Fig 1 The process of CLThdBm
4. The Security Model for CLThdBm

Our new security model involves two parties, the challenger C
and the adversary A. Similar to ordinary certificateless encryption
schemes, adversaries in our security model has two types denoted by

A

I

and AII respectively. A

I

can change entities’ public keys

casually, but cannot obtain the master-key. While AII is in

wants. After having collected at least t valid decryption shares, she
can recover the plaintext M by herself. Consequently, to avoid the
repetition, it is unnecessary to provide adversaries with a decryption
oracle in our security model.
Next we distinguish two kinds of adversary. A I could inquire
or replace public keys, request private keys, partial private keys or
decryption share of any identity. Several necessary restrictions on
the behaviors of adversary A I are:
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1. If ID* has been selected as the challenge identity, A I is
unable to extract ID* ’s private key anyhow.
2. If A I has replaced a public key, then she cannot request any

I

should be forbidden to inquire a challenge identity
*

ID ’s partial private key and meanwhile replace ID ’s public key.
4. A I should be forbidden to request a decryption share of the
*

challenge ciphertext C .
II

output of the Encrypt algorithm is  . On the contrary, the
Phase 7: A third requests sequence similar to Phase 5 is issued

by A. The challenger C responds the adversary as specified above.
Phase 8: At the last step a guess b’ will be output by A. When

b’= b A wins this game.

could calculate partial private keys and model an

eavesdropping KGC. A

II

may extract private keys and inquire

decryption shares for any identity. The restrictions of A II are:
1. A II is unable to replace public keys in any case.

ID*

2. If

has been selected as the challenge identity,

adversary A II is unable to extract ID* ’s private key anyhow.
3. A

and PBID* to

challenger delivers C * to A.

*

A

executes the Encrypt algorithm by input M b

compute C * . The adversary will immediately lose the game if the

private key.
3. A

Issue 1, 2017

II

should be forbidden to request a decryption share on

C* .
Definition 2 (IND-CLTHD-CCA): A (t, n) CLTHD scheme is

IND-CLTHD-CCA secure when no polynomial time A has
considerable advantages during interactions as follows:
Phase 1: C carries out Setup on input a security parameter.

When A is a Type I attacker, C publishes system parameters pms
but holds master-key in private. On the contrary, A will get pms as
well as master-key.
Phase 2: A series of requests will be issued by A, each of

5. Security Analysis
Theorem 1 It is assumed that Hi ( 1  i  4 ) are four hash

functions. CLThdBm is IND-CLTHD-CCA secure on condition that
no randomized algorithm can work out BDHP with non-negligible
advantage.
5.1 An Ordinary Threshold Decryption Scheme in
Traditional PKC

A related threshold decryption scheme called “BasicThd” in
traditional PKC is derived from our scheme to prove Theorem 1.
We will reduce the security of our CLThdBm to that of BasicThd.
The algorithms of BasicThd are as follows.
Setup: This algorithm runs Ig and gets  G1 , G2 , eˆ  . P is a

random generator of G1 . Three hash functions Hi ( 2  i  4 ) are
choosed as follows:

H 2 : G2  {0,1}l ,

H 3 : G1*  {0,1}l  G1* ,

which could be one of the following items: inquire or replace public

H 4 : G2  Z

keys, request private keys or partial private keys. All the queries

chooses x from Z q* , m from Z q* , and Q  G1 . This algorithm

Phase 3: A colludes with t-1 decryption servers. Then A can

obtain all verification keys and private key shares of t-1 decryption
*

Phase 4: A outputs the challenge identity ID . It is noted that

is unable to be an identity whose private key has been inquired.

Furthermore, when A acts as A I, ID

*

should not be the identity

whose partial private key was requested and public key has been
replaced. On receiving

in which l is plaintexts’ bit-length. It randomly

S  xmQ

as well as the public key

PB=  G1 , G2 , eˆ, l , Q, P, M , N , P0 , H i  ,

where

2i4

and

M  xP , N  xmP , P0  mP .

Private-Key-Share: This algorithm inputs a threshold value t,

servers who has been corrupted.
ID

*
q

generates private key

should be under restrictions defined above.

*

4

*

ID , C executes Private-Key-Set

procedure to calculate SK ID* . C then runs Private-Key-Share
algorithm and obtains private key shares and verification keys. C
publishes t-1 corrupted decryption servers’ private key shares and all
verification keys. Nevertheless only C knows uncorrupted servers’
private key shares.
Phase 5: A second requests sequence is issued by A. Similarly,

the number n of decryption servers and the private key, and selects
R1 , R2 ,..., Rt 1

from

G1*

at

random.

It

then

designs

W (u )  S   j 1 u R j and calculates each decryption server  i ’s
t 1

ski  W (i )

.

vk j  eˆ( R j , P)

j

Meanwhile,
where

it

computes

1  j  t 1

,

and

verification

keys

vk0  eˆ( S , P)

.

Subsequently, it broadcasts {(i, vkj): 0≤j≤t-1} authentically, and
transmits (i,

ski )

to  i in secret. Each server  i checks the

accuracy of ski through verifying if eˆ( ski , P) =  j 0 vk ij .
t 1

j

Encrypt: This algorithm first examines if eˆ( M , P0 )  eˆ( N , P) .

When this equation doesn’t hold, it outputs  . Otherwise, this
algorithm selects u  Z q* randomly. Then the output is the ciphertext

each request could be one of the following items: inquire or replace

C = ( X ,Y , Z )

public keys, request private keys or partial private keys of an

Z  u  H3 ( X ,Y ) .

where

X  u  P , Y  H 2 (eˆ(Q, N )u )  M

and

especial entity, or a decryption share request of the uncorrupted

Decryption-Share-Gen: For each decryption server  i who

decryption servers. The challenger C responds the adversary as

holds valid private key share ski , it takes ski and a ciphertext C

specified above. The adversary A’s behavior is also subject to the

as inputs. The way to generate decryption share is similar with this

restrictions defined above.

algorithm in CLThdBm.

Phase 6: Two messages M 0 and M 1 with the same length

are proposed by A. C selects a bit b=0 or b=1 randomly and

Decryption-Share-Verify and Share-Combine: These steps

are similiar with them in CLThdBm.
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An IND-CCA adversary A

I

of BasicThd can substitute the

public key according to his will. The challenger will use the current

respectively.
In the beginning, B chooses  and  randomly where

value to compute and response to the adversary’s requests. If the

1    qH1 . When  =0, B is a Type I attacker and plays against CI.

encryption of M b is  , then A

When  =1, B is a Type II attacker and plays against CII. By ID ,

adversary A

II

I

has failed. An IND-CCA

of BasicThd is similar with A

I

except that the

adversary knows the value m and cannot replace the public key.
Usually, no matter which type the adversary is, their task are both to
obtain the surmise b ' of b.
unless they are forbidden to inquire the decryption share.

Through combining Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, Theorem 1 for A I
can be proved. Likewise, by combining Lemmas 3 and 4, Theorem 1
for A II can be confirmed.
Lemma 1：A I is an IND-CLTHD-CCA attacker of CLThdBm,

it runs in time t. We assume this adversary issues up to
qHi (1  i  4) queries to four hash functions as well as qd
decryption share requests respectively and has advantage  CLTHD .
Then an IND-CPA attacker B for the BasicThd can be constructed
using A I as a subroutine. B ’s running time is t ' . B issues up to
qH' i requests for H i (2  i  4) . We assume the probability that B
precisely responds to decryption share query is at least  .Then B
has an advantage with a minimum value of  CLTHD  qd / 4qH1 , no
matter he is B I or B II.
Lemma 2：Assume that an attacker B mentioned in Lemma 1

has advantage  THD . A BDH attacker who is able to settle BDHP in
groups produced by Ig can be constructed using B as a subroutine.
We use t BDH to bound BDH attacker’s running time.
is an IND-CLTHD-CCA attacker against

CLThdBm and its running time is t. We assume A

II

issues up to

qHi (1  i  4) queries to four hash functions as well as qd
decryption share requests respectively and has advantage  CLTHD .
Then an IND-CCA Type II attacker B for the BasicThd scheme can
be constructed using A

II

as a subroutine. B runs in time t ' and

issues up to qH' i (2  i  4) requests for hash functions as well as

qd' decryption share requests respectively. The advantage bound
can be achieved:
IND CLTHD CCA
IND CCA
SuccCLThdBm
( t , qd , qH1 , qH 2 , qH 3 , qH 4 )/ qH1  SuccThdBm
(

t ' , qd' , qH' 2 , qH' 3 , qH' 4 ) where

Meanwhile, we define U as the event that ID has been
that ID ’s partial private key is extracted by A

qd'  qd , qH' 2  qH 2 , qH' 3  qH3 , qH' 4  qH 4

for a security parameter sp.
Lemma 4：A BDH attacker can be constructed using B who

has been mentioned in Lemma 3 as a subroutine. We use t BDH to
bound BDH attacker’s running time. The advantage bound can be
IND CCA
( t ' , qd' , qH' 2 , qH' 3 , qH' 4 )/2  SuccGBDH
( t BDH )
achieved: SuccThdBm
1

 (qd'  qd' qH' 4 ) / 2 sp .
5.3 Proofs
Proof of Lemma 1: We assume that challengers have two

kinds C I and C II, who will act with IND-CPA attackers B I and B II

I

and EV1 as the

event that A I changes ID ’s public key. Next we prove that B ’s
I’s

advantage will be non-negligible when A

5.2 Descriptions of Lemmas

II

hoped to be the target identity.
selected as the challenge identity by A I. We define EV0 as the event

IND-CPA adversaries will be similar to IND-CCA adversaries,

Lemma 3 ： A

we denote the identity of B 's   th request for H1 and ID is

advantage is

non-negligible.
Phase

will

B

1:

obtain

the

public

key

 G1 , G2 , eˆ, l , Q, P, M , N , P0 , H i  where 2  i  4 from a Type I
challenger C I if  =0. Otherwise, B will obtain the public key plus
a value m from a Type II challenger C

II

if  =1. Afterwards

algorithm Setup of CLThdBm will be simuluated by B to give A

pms= < G1 , G2 , eˆ, l , P, P0 , H i > (1 ＃i

I

4) . We assume A I’s decryption

servers are the same with B ’s decryption servers. Note that, as a
random oracle, H1 is controlled by B. A I can issue queries to four
hash functions. B answers as below:
●

H1

The

queries:

initially

H1

empty

list

 IDi , ei , xi , Fi , M i , Ni  is maintained by B. If H1 is queried at

ID, B calculates H1 ( ID)  Fi when ID has existed at H1 list.
Otherwise, do the following:
1. If ID is the   th
randomly,

H1 query, B chooses e  Z q*

H1 ( ID )  e Q

calculates

,

then

a

tuple

 ID, e , , e Q, M , N  is contained into H1 list.
2. Else ID is the i  th ( i   ) H1 query, B selects ei  Z q*
and xi  Z q* randomly, calculates H1 ( ID)  ei P and then the
tuple  ID, ei , xi , ei P, xi P, xi P0  is contained into H1 list.
● H2, H3 and H4 queries: If A

I

proposes H2, H3 and H4

queries, all of them can be passed to C to answer.
Phase 2: After receiving pms from B, A

I

can make several

kinds of requests as below. The requests are replied by B :
● Partial Private Key Extraction of IDi :

1. If i   , then B computes DIDi  mH1 ( IDi )=m  ei P =ei P0
and returns DIDi to A I.
2.

If

i 

and



=0,

B

trys

to

compute

DID  mH1 ( ID )  m  e  Q . However, B cannot reply A I because

B does not know m, and consequently B has to abort.
3. If i   and  =1, B replies with me Q (B knows m).
● Public Key Request on IDi: If i   B will return

 M i , Ni 

through the access of

H1

list. Otherwise, B

responds with  M , N  .
● Replace Public Key of IDi : Assume A

I

wants to set

IDi ’s public key with a valid value  M i' , N i'  .
1. If  =1 and i   , B is failed.
2. Otherwise, if  = 0 and i   , B issues a replace public
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key request to challenger C so that  M , N  will be replaced with

which is the encryption of M for ID under PB .

 M ' , N'  , else if  = 0 and i   , then  M i , N i  will be
replaced with  M , N  in the H1 list by B.
'
i

'
i

Phase 6: A I submits two plaintexts ( M 0 , M 1 ) whose length

are equal. A I wishes that this pair of messages will be challenged on.

● Private Key Extraction of IDi : When IDi ’s public key is

Then B gives ( M 0 , M 1 ) to C as its plaintext-pair. C selects a bit
b=0 or b=1 randomly, computes C '  X ' , Y ' , Z '  and sends C ' to

not changed, we perform the following:
1. When i   , B computes SK IDi  xi ei P0

and returns

B. Afterwards B offers C *  e1 X ' , Y ' , Z '  to A I. Obviously
C * is an encryption for M b through ID ’s public key in

SK IDi to A I.
2. B aborts when i   .

CLThdBm.

Phase 3 and 4: A I outputs the challenge identity ID* whose

private key has not been extracted . If ID*  ID B aborts.

A

colludes with t-1 decryption servers. A

I

Issue 1, 2017

I

Phase 7: A I issues several requests again, and just like Phase 5,

all requests will be replied by B.
Phase 8: A I generates b ' as the guess. Then B submits its

can obtain all

decryption servers’ verification keys and corrupted decryption

guess b ' .

servers’ private key shares {ski }1it 1 .

Analysis: The simulation can be the same as the real attack

Phase 5: A I makes several kinds of requests as in Phase 2, and

issues some decryption share requests for the uncorrupted decryption

when

B

has

not

aborted,

and

we

can

get

2(Pr[b  b ']  1 / 2)   CLTHD .

servers. Note that private key extraction on ID* is forbidden. In

We see that B may abort in case:

addition, when the challenge identity’s public key has been

1.  = 0 and the event EV0 occurred, or

substituted in Phase 2, its partial private key should not be extracted.

2.  = 1 and event EV1 occurred, or

B replys to decryption share requests as follows:

3. ID  ID* , or

● Decryption Share Request: Suppose the request is to get

4. A I extracted ID ’s private key.

the decryption shares of a ciphertext C for IDi . We must note that

Using the method described by Al-Riyami and Paterson (2003),

B should not utilize C for answering this decryption share request in

we can get the probability that B has not aborted is with a minimum

that B represents an IND-CPA adversary.

of 1 / 2qH1 .

1. If i   , B can compute SK IDi  xi ei P0 and run the

We assume that  is the minimum of the probability that B

Private-Key-Share algorithm to generate n shares of SK IDi . Then

responds to each decryption share request correctly. So B’s

B runs the Decryption-Share-Gen algorithm by inputting a private

advantage is greater than  CLTHD  qd / 2qH1 . No matter B acts as B I

key share

ski

as well as the ciphertext and then obtains

or B II, its advantage is at least  CLTHD  qd / 4qH1 .

 i ,C = (i,  i ,  i ',  i , i ', i , M i ) . B responds to A I with  i ,C .

Proof of Lemma 3: We assume that C is the challenger who

2. In contrast i   , B picks SK ID  G1 and Li  G1 at

will act with the Type II IND-CCA attacker B for BasicThd.

random and selects R1 , R2 ,..., Rt 1 from G1* randomly. Then B

Phase 1: B will obtain  G1 , G2 , eˆ, l , Q, P, M , N , P0 , H i  where

designs W (v)  SK ID   v j R j and calculates decryption server’s

2  i  4 together with m from C, and then choose a value of

t 1

j 1

private key share ski  W (i ) . Meanwhile, it computes verification
vk j  eˆ( R j , P )

keys

for

1  j  t 1

,

vk0 

and

  [1, qH ] randomly. Afterwards algorithm Setup of CLThdBm
1

will

be

simuluated

by

B to supply AII with m and

eˆ( SK ID , P) .Then B computes  i '  eˆ( ski , P) ,  i  eˆ( ski , X ) ,

pms= < G1 , G2 , eˆ, l , P, P0 , H i > (1 ＃i

 i '  eˆ( Li , P)

by B. A II can issue queries to four hash functions and B responds as

 i  eˆ( Li , X )

,

,

i  H 4 ( i ,  i ', i ,  i ')

,

M i  Li   i  ski , and outputs  i ,C = (i,  i ,  i ', i ,  i ',  i , M i ) . B
sends vk j ( 0  j  t  1 ) and  i ,C to A I.
Hereafter, AI is able to verify  i ,C ’s validity by running the

A

I

eˆ( M i , X ) /  ii '  i ,



t 1
j 0

vk

ij
j

eˆ( M i , P) /  ii '  i '

and
and

 i '  i .

following:
1. If ID is the   th
randomly,

Consequently, due to the perfect coherence of the algorithms,
we are sure that  i ,C satisfies the conitions of validity test. So the
simulation is identical to the real attack.
Remark: In Phase 5, we assume that if i   , A I is unable to

issue a decryption share query for ciphertext C 1 which is the
encryption of

H1 list is maintained by B. If H1 is queried at ID, B calculates
H1 ( ID)  Fi when ID has existed at H1 list. Otherwise, do the

Computes  i '  H 4 ( i , i ,  i , i ') ,  i 

whether

follows:

● H1 queries: An initially empty list  IDi , Fi , ei , xi  called

Decryption-Share-Verify algorithm.

tests

M

4) . Note that H1 is managed

for identity IDj（j  ） under PBj, and

meanwhile makes the decryption share query on the ciphertext C2

calculates

H1 query, B chooses e  Z q*

H1 ( ID)  e Q

and

then

the

tuple

 ID, e Q, e ,  is contained into the H1 list.
2. Else ID is the i  th ( i   ) H1 query, B selects ei  Z q*
and xi  Z q*

randomly and calculates H1 ( ID)  ei P , then the

tuple  ID, ei P, ei , xi  is contained into H1 list.

● H2, H3 and H4 queries: If A

I

proposes H2, H3 and H4

queries, all of them can be passed to C to answer.
Phase 2: A

II

makes several kinds of requests as below.The
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IND CCA
( t ' , qd' , qH' 2 , qH' 3 , qH' 4 ).
/ qH1  SuccThdBm

requests are replied by B:

● Public Key Request on IDi : If i  

B returns

 xi P, xi mP  . Otherwise, B responds with  M , N  .

Proof of Lemma 2 and 4: Baek and Zheng (2004) constructed

a threshold decryption scheme ThdBm which is non-ID-based and

● Private Key Extraction on IDi :
1. When i   , B finds the tuple  IDi , Fi , ei , xi  in H1
list, computes SK IDi  xi mFi and returns SK IDi to A II.

has proved that ThdBm is IND-CCA secure. Using the similar
method, we can affirm that our BasicThd is both IND-CCA and
IND-CPA secure. For space limitation, we omit the details.

2. If i   B aborts.
Phase 3 and 4: A II outputs the challenge identity ID* whose

6. Performance Analysis

private key has not been extracted and the entity ID* has been
corrupts t-1

Computational complexity was discussed in the light of the

decryption servers so that A II can obtain all verification keys as well

main computational overhead. In addition, we also compared the

as corrupted decryption servers’ private key shares {ski }1it 1 .

transmission rate, the lengths of the public key and master secret key

inquired to

H1 . If

Phase 5: A

II

ID*  ID

B aborts. A

II

makes several kinds of requests as in Phase 2,

of our scheme with those of some other existing schemes.

and a decryption share request for the uncorrupted decryption

In our scheme,  i ',  i , i ', i and M i are generated to verify

servers. To answer the decryption share request, B passes decryption

the validity of the decryption shares, so  i is the “real” decryption

share queries to its challenger C and then utilizes its decryption

share. When a combiner runs the Share-Combine algorithm, it only

severs.

needs to take at least t valid  i as inputs and then it can compute

submits two plaintexts ( M 0 , M 1 ) whose length

the message M. In Zhang’s scheme (2009) and Yang et al.’s scheme

are equal. A II wishes that this pair of messages will be challenged on.

(2009), they only output the “real” decryption share and there are no

B transfers ( M 0 , M 1 ) to C as its plaintext-pair. C computes

methods to examine the validity of the decryption shares.

Phase 6: A

II

C '  X ' , Y ' , Z '  and sends C ' to B. Then B supplies
1


A

II

with

'

'

Phase 7: A

'

II

Consequently, we should only investigate the generation cost of  i
when

C  e X , Y , Z  .
*

continues to issue several requests, and just like

II

compared

computational

overhead

of

Table 1 shows the calculation cost of schemes without thinking

Phase 5, all requests will be replied by B.
Phase 8: A

we

Decryption-Share-Gen with that of their schemes.

'

generates b as the guess. Then B submits its

about the pre-computation, in which evaluation notations are as
follows: Te is the time of an exponetiation computation, Th is the

guess b ' .
Since  was picked in [1, qH1 ] and b was selected in {0,1}
IND CLTHD CCA
CLThdBm

randomly, it will obtain Succ

time of a hash computation and Tp is the time of a bilinear pairing.

( t , q d , q H1 , q H 2 , q H 3 , q H 4 )
Table 1 Performance comparison
Zhang’s scheme

Yang et al.’s scheme

Our scheme

Encrypt

1 Tp +4 Te +1 Th

5 Te +1 Th

3 Tp +1 Te +3 Th

Decryption-Share-Gen

4 Tp +1 Te +1 Th

4 Tp +0 Te +1 Th

3 Tp +0 Te +1 Th

Share-Combine

t Te +1 Th

2 Tp +t Te +1 Th

t Te +1 Th

In our proposed scheme, the ciphertext includes two elements in

7. Conclusions

G1 plus the bit length of the message M. In Zhang’s scheme (2009)
and Yang et al.’s scheme (2009), the ciphertexts are both consists of
three elements in G1 plus one element in G2. It is easy to observe that
CLThdBm has a shorter ciphertext and higher transmission rate.

In this study the issues of threshold decryption have been
investigated in the scenario of certificateless cryptography. An
appropriate security model of certificateless threshold decryption
schemes is introduced. The security model is a combination of the

Meanwhile, the lengths of our master secret key and public key

models of threshold decryption schemes and certificateless public

are as short as those of schemes proposed by Long and Chen (2007)

key encryption schemes. We have also put forward a concrete

and Zhang (2009), and are both shorter than those of Yang et al.’s

threshold certificateless decryption scheme based on bilinear maps.

scheme (2009). The master secret key of our scheme consists of one

In the random oracle model, we proved the security of CLThdBm

element of Zq* and the public key consists of two elements in G2.

under the condition of hard computation of a problem in relation to

While in Yang et al.’s scheme (2009), the public key contains one

the BDHP.
Compared with some other available proposals on threshold

element in G2 plus n+1 elements in G1 and the master secret key
contains n+3 elements of Zq*, in which n is an identity’s bit length.

certificateless decryption schemes, our construction is more generic
and

shows

higher

efficiency

both

in

computation

and
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Liu, S., Chen, K., & Qiu, W. (2007). Identity-Based threshold

communication.
We will continue to pay close attention to construct a stronger
security model, for instance, reply the decryption shares queries

decryption revisited. Information Security Practice and Experience,
4464, 329-343.
Long, Y., & Chen, K. F. (2006). A new chosen ciphertext

more perfectly and simulate the decryption oracle more realistically.

---------------------------------------------------------------------

secure Id-based threshold decryption scheme from pairing. Chinese
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